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1 Introduction Internal parts of Steam Generators (SGs) foul up with iron oxides which causes Tube Support Plate (TSP) clogging which brings about concerns about safety and performance. Means to estimate TSP clogging are needed to optimize the costly maintenance operations. Previous work showed that the dynamic response to a power transient of the wide range level measurement contains informations about the clogging state of steam generators. A diagnosis method based on the comparison of plant WRL response with simulated responses is being developed by EDF. In order to achieve better understanding of the effect of clogging on SGs dynamic behaviour and to assess the potential of a diagnosis method based on the analysis of this behaviour through simulations, it is necessary to determine i) what features of the WRL response curves are characteristic of clogging and ii) the relative impact of each half TSP on these features.



2 Materials and methods The objective of the present study is to analyse the sensitivity of the model output (WRL dynamic response) to its input parameters (TSP clogging ratios). A method based on the ANOVA-decomposition and a Monte Carlo computation scheme has been used to compute order 1 and total sensitivity indices for each half-TSP. As the model output is functional, a principal component analysis (PCA) on the samples used to compute sensitivity indices had to be carried out to reduce the dimensionality of the model output and compute ‘compact’ order 1 and total sensitivity indices for each major principal component. Finally, estimation variability was assessed by construction of BCa bootstrap confidence intervals.
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3 Results A sensitivity analysis of the dynamic output of a SG model provided a better understanding of the effect of TSP clogging and valuable insights for the development of diagnosis methods: i) sequential Sobol indices revealed different behaviours for each SG leg; ii) PCA highlighted two main features of the responses curves that characterize clogging; iii) Sobol indices on the PCA reduced output allowed to quantify the importance of each half TSP; iv) the convergence of the computations was checked with bootstrap confidence intervals.
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1 Introduction



Keywords: steam generator, clogging, thermohydraulic model, sensitivity analysis, principal component analysis.



Steam Generators (SG) are affected by fouling of their internal elements. This causes clogging of the quatrefoil holes of the Tube Support Plates (TSP) that can induce safety issues. Means to estimate TSP clogging are needed to optimize maintenance operations. Clogging reduces the open cross sectional area of the TSPs and thus induces higher pressure drop. This alters the operating point of the SG as well as its dynamic behaviour. Previous studies (Midou et al., 2010) demonstrated that the shape of the Wide Range Level (WRL – the pressure difference measured between the steam dome and the bottom of the downcomer) response curve to a power transient is determined by the clogging state of the TSPs. A diagnosis method based on comparison between measured response curves and simulated ones for varying clogging states is being developed by EDF. A monodimensional SG model has been created with Modelica and the Dymola software for that purpose. It is able to simulate the SG behaviour during power transient phases. A 60 % power decrease with a 3 %.min−1 rate is performed on French nuclear reactors every three months which allows for frequent diagnosis. The input variables of the model are the clogging ratios of each half TSP, one for the hot and cold legs of the U-tube bundle. Clogging ratios are defined as the ratio of the closed area to the total area of the holes without any clogging. The output of the model consists of the 1200 values of WRL (1 per second) given the clogging ratios of the 16 half TSP. In order to assess the performance of the method, it is necessary to determine i) what features of the WRL response curves are characteristic of clogging and ii) the relative impact of each half TSP on these features. If it happens, for instance, that the clogging ratio of a given half TSP has a negligible influence, it is irrelevant to keep it as an input variable because little or no informa-



Abstract Tube support plate clogging of steam generators affects their operating and requires frequent maintenance operations. A diagnosis method based on dynamic behaviour analysis is under development at EDF to provide means of optimisation of maintenance strategies. Previous work showed that the dynamic response to a power transient of the wide range level measurement contains informations about the clogging state of steam generators. The diagnosis method consists of comparisons of the measured dynamic response with simulations on a mono-dimensional dynamic steam generator model for various input clogging configurations. In order to assess the potential of this method, a sensitivity analysis has been conducted through a quasi-Monte Carlo scheme to compute sensitivity indices for each half tube support plate’s clogging ratio. Sensitivity indices are usually defined for scalar model outputs. Principal component analysis has been used to determine a small subset of variables that condense the information about the shape of the response curves. Finally, estimation variability was assessed by construction of bootstrap confidence intervals. The results showed that half of the preselected input variables have negligible influence and allowed to rank the most important ones. Interactions of input variables have been estimated to exert only a small influence on the output. The effects of clogging on the steam generator dynamics has been characterised qualitatively and quantitatively.
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tion about this ratio is contained into the WRL response curve. Discarding irrelevant variables reduces the dimension of the clogging state space that has to be sampled to produce the diagnosis. The objective of the present study is to analyse the sensitivity of the model output (WRL dynamic response) to its input parameters (TSP clogging ratios). A sensitivity analysis has been conducted through a quasi-Monte Carlo scheme to compute sensitivity indices for each half TSP clogging ratio. As the model output is functional, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the samples used to compute sensitivity indices had to be carried out to reduce the dimensionality of the model output and compute ‘compact’ order 1 and total sensitivity indices for each major principal component. Sequential WRL temporal indices have also proved to be meaningful. Finally, estimation variability was assessed by construction of bootstrap confidence intervals.



computation time for simulation must not exceed five minutes so that it can be used in Monte Carlo methods. Variations of the boundary conditions of the model allows to simulate a power transient of the plant. The power decrease used in the clogging diagnosis method is modelled by a linear variation of primary and secondary inlet enthalpies and secondary outlet steam flow rate. The feed water flow rate is being determined by the control system. Heat transfer coefficients are computed using correlations available in the literature. Pressure drops at the quatrefoil holes are computed using a specific correlation derived from experiments conducted at EDF R&D on a 1:4 scale mock-up of TSP and tubes. Steam outlet



Steam-liquid separation devices



Feedwater inlet



2 Materials and methods 2.1 Mono-dimensional steam generator model



U-tube bundle (3330 tubes)



Wide Range Level (WRL)



The steam generator (SG) model has been developed with the Modelica language using the Dymola software. Modelica is an object-oriented language especially designed for modelling physical systems. It relies on a third party compiler and solver for simulation. These roles are being assumed here by the Dymola software. More specifically, we use a solver named DASSL, provided by Dymola, which is capable of solving differential algebraic equations. The SG type studied here is the Westinghouse 51. EDF currently operates 48 of these; most of them being about 30 years old. A diagram representing the principal elements of a SG is given on figure 1. The main elements of the model are : • primary fluid flowing inside the U-tubes (singlephase flow) ; • secondary fluid flowing outside the U-tubes (twophase flow) ; • thermal transfer between the two fluids and through tube interfaces ; • two-phase singular pressure drops e.g. at the TSP quatrefoil holes ; • steam-liquid separation devices ; • feed water flow rate control system. All these elements are mono-dimensional but the exchanger part is modelled as two channels: one for the hot leg (i.e concurrent exchanging side, where primary fluid enters the SG) and one for the cold leg (i.e countercurrent exchanging side, where primary fluid exits the SG). The exchanging channels are composed of 20 meshes evenly spaced. The choice of mono-dimensionality and of the number of meshes is driven by the applications for which the model has been developed. On the one hand, it must be able to simulate the dynamic response of a SG precisely enough so that information about clogging ratios spatial distribution is not lost by averaging processes. On the other hand,
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Tube Support Plates (8)
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Fig. 1: Westinghouse type 51 SG principal elements The two phase flow (secondary fluid) in the riser has been modelled using a simple mixture formulation known as the homogeneous-equilibrium model (Yadigaroglu, 2010) in which equal phase velocities and thermal equilibrium between the phases is assumed. This choice has been driven by the will to limit the number of unknown parameters to be inferred or calculated by correlations. Correlations available in the literature are usually designed for flows in tubes which can be quite different from a flow in a tube that contains a tube bundle and TSPs. Very little is known about the regime of the twophase flow in a SG which makes the modelling of velocity slip tricky. Another argument in favour of the homogeneous formulation is the high level of turbulence that the flow exhibits and the presence of the TSPs. Indeed, going through the quatrefoil holes tend to deconstruct and mix the flow while it slows down the steam more than the liquid. Visual observations made on the experiments mentioned above suggest that we are in presence of a slug-bubbly flow in the upper part of each interval between TSPs (under the TSP) while the flow is bubbly with very small steam structures from the top of the TSP up to approximately the middle of the interval. Flow regimes are described in the book
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by Collier and Thome (1996, Chap. 1). In the lower part of the intervals, the ratio of the volume of the bubbles to their surface is low and so is the ratio of the ‘floating’ force to frictions that is responsible of the higher velocity of steam. These rough observations were made on a freonwater mixture without heating for a few mass fractions. When the results of these experiments are available, it will be possible to examine this question in much more details. Implementing velocity slip in the SG model is being considered for future work. The impact of this amelioration on the results shown here are expected to be negligible.



where f0 is a constant and the double sum means that there is a function fi1 ...is (xi1 , . . . , xis ) for every possible family of input variables: from f1 (x1 ) to fn (xn ) then all the fij (xi , xj ) with 1 ≤ · · · < i < j ≤ n and so on up to f1...n (x1 . . . xn ). The number of terms in this decomposition is 2 n . Sobol’ (1993) has proved that if we impose to the summands of (2) the following condition Z fi...j (xi , . . . , xj ) dxk = 0 for k = i1 , . . . , is , (3) the decomposition exists and is unique. It is then called the ANOVA-representation of f . It follows that the summands in (2) are orthogonal and can be expressed as integrals of f .



2.2 Global sensitivity analysis Sensitivity analysis in the broad sense studies how perturbations of model input variables generate perturbations on the output variables. Local sensitivity analysis is concerned by the effect on the output of small perturbations of the input variables around a given point, whereas global sensitivity analysis looks at the variability of the output on the whole variation domain. Here we focus exclusively on global sensitivity analysis because we want to obtain general information about how TSP clogging affects the WRL response without any particular clogging distribution in mind. In this study, the components of the input vector are the 16 half TSP clogging ratios so n = 16 because Westinghouse 51 SGs have 8 TSP. Clogging ratios were assumed to range from 0% to 65% as these values cover most real cases. Let f be a function that represents the model, x the input variables and u a scalar output variable of the model.



2.2.2 Sensitivity indices If we assume f to be square integrable, the fi1 ...is are also square integrable. Squaring and integrating (2) raises Z



and Di1 . . . is =



D=



Z



fi21 ...is dxi1 . . . dxis ,



(6)



n X



n X



Di1 ...is .



(7)



In other words, D measures the variability caused by variations of all the input variables while the Di1 ...is represent the variability caused by variations of variables in subsets (xi1 , . . . , xis ). Equation (7) states, as expected, that the overall variability is the sum of the variabilities caused by all the possible subsets of input variables. This leads to define the global sensitivity index of a subset of variables (xi1 , . . . , xis ) by the following ratio Si1 ...is =



Di1 ...is D



(8)



where s is called the order of the indice. Order 1 sensitivity indices, Si = Di /D , measure the influence of each half TSP clogging ratio alone, that is without considering interactions. Reliable computation of sensitivity indices usually requires numerous model evaluations so it might be off-putting to try to estimate indices of order higher than 1 or 2. In our study we restrict ourselves to order 1 indices due to the high number of input variables. However, as our input variables are highly physically linked, we expect combined effects to play a significant role and completely ignoring them could be misguiding.



Assuming f is an integrable function, let us consider the following decomposition fi1 ...is (xi1 , . . . , xis ) ,



fi21 ...is dxi1 . . . dxis . (4)
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